Grain rescue trailer featured at state fair

The Kansas Fire & Rescue Training Institute at KU Continuing Education is showcasing its mobile grain engulfment rescue trailer at the Kansas State Fair through Sept. 16 in Hutchinson. The new piece of customized equipment was built to simulate grain entrapment and includes a grain bin, hopper and an assortment of rescue tools and equipment designed to help rescue victims.
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Students to give screenings at fair

On Saturday, the second day of the Kansas State Fair, members of the Rural Medicine Interest Group will conduct blood pressure checks at the KU booth.
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NIH science programs reception

KU’s Office of Diversity in Science Training will host its sixth annual Welcome Reception, which honors students and faculty mentors at KU and Haskell Indian Nations University participating in 2012-2013 programs funded by the National Institutes of Health.
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Casad Comparative Law Lecture

Professor H. Patrick Glenn of McGill University will deliver the public lecture “The Cosmopolitan State” at 1:30 p.m. Sept. 14 in 107 Green Hall. The lecture will disprove the idea of a nation state
and argue that all states are unique in both populations and laws.
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For Your Ears Only sale
Collectors, audiophiles, musicians and anyone who loves music will not want to miss For Your Ears Only, Audio-Reader’s annual benefit sale of vinyl records, CDs, audio equipment and more. The event will be Sept. 14-15.
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